[An analytical classification of fractures of the distal radius: The "M.E.U." classification].
Fractures of the distal radius are often complex injuries involving to a varying degree the radial metaphysis (M), radial epiphysis (E) and distal ulna (U). The association of these three parameters varies in a given injury and each fracture is a specific lesion which often defies inclusion in a well-defined group. An analytical classification is proposed. The classification system analysed the three components of the fracture, assigning to each an index of gravity increasing from 0 to 4 and taking into account the main prognostic factor. Interobserver and intraobserver evaluation was carried out. The system was a posteriori applied to a prospective series of 166 distal radius fractures. Mean interobserver reliability was 0.78 and mean intraobserver reproducibility 0.81. M and E were closely correlated with treatment, M with algodystrophy, E with pain and U with mobility and patient satisfaction at one year. Inter- and intraobserver reproducibilities were good and the results validated our gravity indexes. This classification, describing all possible combinations of the three components of the fracture, is useful for both prognosis and treatment.